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Annual Report – ORC International and ORC Club Handicapping Systems 
November 2008 – Season Activity – from ORC  

--------------------------------------- 

 

1. Summary:  

 

This year the new ORC Rules have had wide acceptance among the constituencies that were for many years 

using IMS and ORC Club (eg, Mediterranean, Holland, Baltic, Japan and South America), but have also 

been introduced into several new areas (eg, South Korea, Russia, Australia, Portugal and the Azores). The 

reports obtained by the ORC Rules users thusfar indicates a total number approaching 7000 certificates, so 

once the final tally is made by the end of the year it will likely equal or exceed the 2007 total of 7500 

certificates. 

 

The system is managed through National Rating Offices located in 34 countries, and centrally by ORC in 

countries where the ORC certificates don’t have a national organization. In most countries the ORC 

certificates are processed from within a special department of the respective MNA’s, but there are a few 

exceptions where they are handled by different Associations or Yacht Clubs.  

 

The largest constituencies of ORC, with fleets in excess of 1000 boats, remain in Italy and Holland, where 

ORC fleets are the default baseline handicap system. In other countries where there is the competition of a 

local performance handicap or use of a simpler system the numbers are generally smaller. 

  

The size of boats using ORCi/ORC Club ranges from the smallest end of very slow cruisers to the racing 

super-maxis with power on board to make use of their speed-affecting devices. 

 

Upon request from many entities, some additional products in addition to the usual Rating certificate have 

been developed, and they are subject to finalization during the annual meetings. These include a stability 

certificate and report of the yacht’s polar performance predictions. These products can be obtained from the 

input and output data already available from any ORC certificate run, with no additional information needed. 

 

All kinds of performance-enhancing devices are rated under ORC Rules, including movable ballast such as 

water ballast and canting keels, with all combinations of appendages, but also hiking devices as trapezes and 

straps. A new model is also being implemented for the new “DSS” device that dynamically increases 

stability. 

 

Racing circuits including a number of events in different geographic areas saw a good participation and a 

very high competition level in the Baltic, in South America and in various parts of the Mediterranean, but 

now also in Korea and Vladivostok on the east side of Russia. 

 

In several countries the ORC Club entries are mixed in the same Divisions with ORCi entries, given the full 

compatibility of the two handicap Rules, while in others Club and International are kept separate.  
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Some emerging One-Design classes have been given ORC One-Design certificates, which enables them to 

race level among themselves also in a handicap fleet race. The same concept has also been extended to the 

emerging ORC GP level Classes when racing in an ORC fleet. 

 

The GP Classes continue their progress, with the GP42 class having their second season circuit supported by 

a title sponsor Quebramar, and that was well organized in 6 different venues and attended by a dozen boats 

all managed by professional programs. Some of these teams have had sponsored support, while others have 

been supported by individual owners.  

 

The GP33 class has starting to grow and gain some momentum, with four design concepts underway, two 

boats launched this year, and a third under build on a production basis in Japan. 

 

The GP26’s are mostly in Argentina, with several now sailing, and are planning their first International event 

in January in Punta del Este, Uruguay. Some GP26 boats are also manufactured and are sailing in Russia, 

both on the Black Sea and in the St. Petersburg area. 

 

An interesting item emerged during the 2008 season with the resurgent interest in use of the International 

Offshore Rule (IOR). In Italy a fleet of IOR yachts has asked to revive the old Rule for their boats, which has 

been done without difficulties. The original IMS tools that were put together to easily produce IOR 

measurements from IMS have been preserved in the current ORC Rules. IOR also remains the top 

measurement Rule currently used in Russia. 

 

2. Developments 

 
The ITC met in March in Rome, in June in Athens and in September in Valencia, focusing on the results of 

the research at the wind tunnel in Milan, where further tests were performed in February to complete the 

project started in 2005. Delft has been again studying the data from the vast database to implement the test 

results in the VPP model to improve it. A full re-write of the VPP software has been completed, and in 

parallel some automated ways to consult the data of certified boats and obtain services from the website is 

also under development. 

 

Fifty-one Submissions have been received from many National Authorities that deal with Championship 

Rules, certificate production tools and options, and many details of the new software operation. Others refer 

to important technical and measurement issues such as area calculations of sails and default measurements. 

The removal of several type-forming aspects of the system last year has not yet been fully grasped by the 

long-term constituencies of IMS measurers and will be discussed again. Some further changes are proposed 

to ensure compliance with the ISAF ERS. 

 

3. Measurement 

 

The IMS measurement scheme continues to be adopted by “box” classes such as the TP52 and the new 

STP65 class to measure VCG, and has withstood the pressure given by the intense design development 

within those classes. The required accuracy of the VCG measurement to within a few millimeters has been 

maintained (and verified through measurement checks at events) thanks to the extreme dedication of the 

measurers involved, especially Pablo Ferrer.  

 

The progress with optical techniques to replace the original IMS hull measurement equipments to acquire 

hull data has now seen a practical implementation by several measurers working alone and without any help 

from experts, and has been used to measure the hulls of most new TP52’s. It uses equipment that is 

commercially available also for short-term rentals, and solves in great part the inconsistencies and the 

difficult execution of the measurements experienced with the original measurement machines conceived and 

manufactured 25 years ago. Using them with the procedure that has been developed the extensive post-
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processing work that is necessary with the more sophisticated and expensive equipment such as 3D scanners 

is not required. 

 

Some training sessions have been performed in several countries. The Greek Rating Office has recently 

acquired a set of this equipment, and more training will continue in the months to come.  

 

The new digital inclinometer developed in Finland by Joakim Majander has been produced in 20 units and 

sent to several measurers around the world. It is a good tool for measurers to use it for the inclining test, one 

of the indispensable measurements to be performed on a boat to properly assess its stability. 

  

4. Championships 

 
The 2008 ORCi World Championship was a big success in Athens, and so was the European Championship 

event in Marstrand, Sweden. National Championships were successful in Italy, Germany, Greece and 

Croatia. The announced venue for the ORCi Worlds in 2009 is Brindisi, a city in the south east of Italy 

famous for its thermal breeze and historic monuments. 

  

The ORC 670 Class held their fourth Championship in Spain at Puerto Calero, Lanzarote, thanks to a very 

good organization of the event that supported many of the expenses to get the boats in the Canary Islands 

venue. 

 

The Sportboats European Championship was held in Travemunde in Germany and gathered a small fleet, 

which was won by a Czech crew. 

 

The ISAF Classification code was applied in many Championships and events, with the exception of the 

Italian circuit, where a ranking scheme for offshore sailors is used instead and is published and updated by 

the FIV every year. 

 

 

Madrid 05-11-2008 


